Feeders
&
Waterers

Educational Material Provided by the AKKPS

Before looking for
feeders and waterers,
its important to note
the anatomical
differences in
KuneKune pigs that
eliminate some
commercial feeders
and waterers on the
market.
*Wider Faces
*Shorter Snouts
*Long Tusks
*Shorter Legs

Despite their physical demeanor, there are lots of
options to look at, including some good commercial
ones for waterers. Below are are some tried and
true methods our AKKPS members currently use

One member favorite, is to go the DIY route and
make your own. Most of us have things already
around the farm that can be used to make a quick
waterer that will hold up to pigs behavior, like
flipping their bowl or deciding to take a nap in it!

An Old Tire Fitted With a Rubber
Bowl Avoids Flipping and Wallowing

Kiddie Pools Used for Wallows
Double as Great Watering Options

One very popular method, is using pig nipples in
barrels or existing plastic troughs, or even trash
cans. They can double up on function with other
livestock as seen below! They are simple to install!
Nipples can be ordered online, and you may need to
order some other fittings("bulkhead fittings")to get
them into the barrel properly if they do not come
with them.

Helpful Hint:
You can use jam or honey to help
your pigs learn to use the nipples

One big challenge many members face in colder
climates, of course is freezing temps of winter.
Making sure water is available can be a full time job.
Many opt to stick with the rubber pans by
themselves or in tires, and pop the ice out a couple
times a day and refill.
One great idea below from a member utilizes her
summer kiddie pool with a livestock tank heater
hanging from the fence!

Folks also will use a tank heater inside of a barrel or
trough with pig nipples as well, though the nipples
themselves can freeze up on the coldest days. For
people using nipples, tank heaters dropped in the
tank can work well also.

Feeders

There are many types of commercial feeders out
there meant for large scale farms , or for raising
conventional hogs. KuneKune's require far less feed
than other pig breeds, and commercial feeders
typically aren't suitable.
Many folks feed directly on the ground, or in shallow
pans or dishes. Some that do feed directly on the
ground, feed upon a rubber mat to avoid losing feed
and keeping dirt/mud/debris out of the feed as well.

One good member solution for piglets once they
start eating pellets is to use a kiddie pool and let
them all feed at once!
Metal or rubber pans are great, and drums like down
below, cut in half, and then secured to the fence at
an angle also seem to work well for larger pigs.
Some people have even modified deer feeders for
their pigs for when they are away!

